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and Racial Unity, The Northern Student Movement, The
Laymen's Academy foT Ecumenical Studies, The Episcopal Society for College, The
Foundation for the Arts, Religion and Culture, and The
Protestant Council of the City
of New York.
A Phi Beta Kappa, Stringfellow graduated from Bates
College and was a Rotary
Fellow at the London School
of Economics. His military
service in the Second ArmorCon't Pago 5 Col 5

Teach - in,

WILLIAM STRINGFELLOW

Student committee appointed in
order to review judicial system
The Judicial Review Committee, initiated by the Ad
Board, has been meeting
weekly to investigate our
present judicial system on
campus.
The
committee,
headed by Rich Goldstein, is
composed of students directly
involved with the present judicial system: Bill Hammerstrom and Linnea Haworth,
heads of the Men's and Women's Councils; Ken Keenan,
Rick Norris, Ted Barrows, and
Susie Emmet from the Jud
Board; Stephanie
Yonkers
and Stan McKnight from the
Ad Board; and Bob Shepherd
the newly appointed coordinator of student activities.
The committee recently discussed a complete restructuring of the Bates judicial process, including the formation
of a student - faculty judicial review board giving students equal voting rights.
The discussion also dealt
with how the two new deans
and the Men's and Women's
Councils should fit into the
structure.
Under the present system
the Men's and
Women's
Councils look into crimes (a
Bates "crime" consists of anything from bursting water
bubblers
with
beer bottles to off-campus orgies and
fireworks displays) occurring
CJL NEWS STUDENT
ART EXHIBIT
The C.A. is now planning
a student art exhibit to be
held on Parent's Weekend.
The exhibit will be handled
by the Campus Service
Commission. All students
are invited to display their
work in the show. Everyone
who is interested should
bring his work to Mr. Norden's office as soon as possible.

Subscription $5.50 per yr.

Muskie to Speak at Moratorium;

Stringfellow opens lecture series
Speaking on U. S. totalitarianism
William Stringfellow, out, standing lay theologian, attorney and author, will speak
here on October 16, 1969, at
8:00 P.M. His subject will be
"The Prospect of American
Totalitarianism."
A former Editor of Ramparts Magazine and The Witness, a widely syndicated
columnist who has made frequent appearances on radio
and television, Stringfellow
has been hailed by Time Magazine, "one of Christianity's
most persuasive critics from
within."
After graduating from Harvard Law School, Stringfellow
lived and worked for seven
years in Harlem. His vivid
account of the poverty and deprivation he witnessed while
practicing law in New York's
infamous ghetto has been set
down in the 1964 best seller,
"My People Is The Enemy."
In the book, Stringfellow offers unsparing criticism of
the many misguided efforts
to relieve racial poverty and
presents an impassioned and
intelligent appraisal of the
role played by the Christian
churches in the racial crisis.
Additionally, Mr. Stringfellow has published "Dissenter
in The Great Society"
and
"A Private and Public Faith;"
and, with Anthony Towne, he
was the co-author of "The
Bishop Pike Affair." In the
coming months he will
be
represented in the book stalls
by no fewer than three titles:
"Imposters of God; " a highly unconventional theological
work, "The Idea of Society
As a Circus;" and "The
Theology of Death."
Mr. Stringfellow's lectures
— as well as his books —
have had a tremendous impact both here and abroad.
He has traveled and spoken
in most of the major nations
of every continent — Antarctica excepted — and in this
country he has addresed such
assemblies as': The Episcopal
House of Bishops, the Roman
Catholic
Liturgical Conference, the American Asociation-pf Law Schools, the National Conference on Social
Work, the General Assembly
of the National Council of
Churches,
plus
most
of
America's major law schools
and seminaries.
Stringfellow represents the
American Episcopal Church
on the World Council
of
Churches' Faith and Order
Commission. He Is also a
member of the boards of The
Episcopal Society for Cultural

tubent

on their respective sides of
campus.
The investigation
of misdemeanors involving
both men and women, and of
violations occurring outside
of the Jud Board. There investigatory bodies then send reports to the Student-Faculty
Conduct Commitee,
which
consists of six voting faculty
members,
including
both
deans, and four non-voting
students, including the heads
of the Men's and Women's
Councils, and the two chairmen of the Jud Board.
One problem with the present system is that the students have NO votes in the
final decision. Another problem is that the faculty members of the Conduct Committee, who do have the votes,
hear all the information second hand in a report from the
investigating student
board.
These members then pass
judgment
and
hand out
punishment.

convocation

Senator Edmund S. Muskie
has accepted a special invitai tion from Bates College to
speak at an open assembly at
| the College, on the subject of
I Vietnam on October 15, the
i day proposed
by student
groups across the nation to
express their concern about
America's position in Vietnam.
On September 28, campus
leaders of Bates College — in| eluding the President and representatives of both the faculty and student body — met to
consider a variety of issues of
mutual concern.
One of the issues discussed
was the nationwide call for a
Vietnam Moratorium on October 15.
The October 15 campus moratorium has been called for
by a wide variety of national
student organizations, including the United States National
Student Association, the Association of Student Governments, and others. Among the
suggested actions by students
on individual college and university campuses are convocations,
teach-ins, marches,
vigils, and house-to-house canvassing.
From the Bates discussion
came a resolution reported
Friday (Oct. 3) fo the campus
by the "Student" — the campus newspaper — on the part
the Bates community should
play.
The recommendation asked
for "A teach-in by Bates faculty and students to begin at
3:00 p.m. and to continue until 6:00 p.m."
And further suggests "A
convocation convened by the
President of the College to
communicate to the represen-

Unique exhibition to be shown
at Treat Gallery, Oct. 8 - 29
An exhibition unique in The
American Federation of Arts
exhibition program is "Small
Paintings For Museum Collections" which will open at the
Treat Gallery, Bates College,
Maine from Oct. 8 through Oct.
29, 1969.
The unusual idea that each
institution which shows the
exhibition will receive a painting for their collection from a
traveling exhibition evolved
from discussions with Mrs. McCauley Conner, who wished to
establish a memorial to her
father, Barklie Mck. Henry.
To create the exhibition persons in the art field were asked to purchase small paintings by artists who, in their

opinion, have not yet received
adequate recognition. Selections are limited to artists who
live and work in the United
States. Each year, beginning in
the summer of 1969, eight
new paintings, chosen by four
selectors, Will be added to the
collection to replace the eight
paintings given to museums.
The exhibition will never contain more than twenty-six
paintings.
The "small" paintings, under 42 inches including frame,
vary in type from the realistic "Big Horn Mountain" by
Sharon Yates and "Portrait
of Toad" by Gertrude Tonsberg to the abstract "Blue,
Can't Page 7 Col 1
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tatives of Congress, to the
President of the United States,
and to the Press, the resolutions, if any, emanating from
the academic experience of
the day."
In response, Bates President
Thomas Hedley Reynolds has
called an open forum of the
college community, the evening of October 15, in the
Alumni Gymnasium, and issued an invitation to Senator
Muskie, an alumnus of Bates,
to participate in the consideration of the issues which
concern American college students about American involvement in Vietnam.
Senator Muskie has accepted
the invitation, and will speak
to the Bates College community during the evening forum.

Moratorium
Day Planned
Tuesday evening, Oct. 7, a
meeting was held in the Bates
College Chapel to announce
the events planned on campus
for the Oct. 15 Moratorium.
The Advisory Board, the representative student government, was in charge of planning the Bates Moratorium.
The first event of the day
will be a teach-in. This will
be held from 1:00 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the Bates Chapel.
The speakers will include six
students. Among them a Vietnam veteran and a member of
SDS. Faculty representatives
will be economics professor.
Dr. Ralph Chances speaking
on the impact of the war on
the
nation's economy, Dr.
George Fetter of the Sociology department who will talk
on the impact of the war on
the Vietnamese society. Prof.
Wu-Su Pan will explain the
significance of the Chinese
Communists for any U. S. decision, Dr. Garold Thumm will
examine the war presented
in the context of how it affects the international relations of this country, and Prof.
John Cole will outline the historical background of the
Vietnamese war.
At 4:30 after the teach-in in
the Chapel, a resolution assembly will meet in the gymnasium. The purpose of this
meeting will be to pass a resolution expressing the consensus opinion of the campus.
This resolution will then be
presented to Senator Muskie
that night and President NixCon't Page 7 Col 3
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EDITORIALS

To the Editor:
Never having submitted a
thing to the Bates Student during my "tour" at Bates College, I now feel obliged to offer my thoughts to the men al
Bates. If for any reason, or lack
of space, you feel that what I
have written cannot be printed, I would appreciate it if
you would give my letter to
Alex Nesbitt.
Thank you much.
Peace,
Sp/4 David Clay

Dear Bates men,
Greetings from the badlands
of Vietnam. I am writing in
hopes of motivating some
Bates men who are graduating
this school year towards doing
some investigating into the
military service. My attitude
toward scholastics in my last
few years at Bates ("If it ain't
due tomorrow, don't do it!")
was partially responsible for
my present living conditions
(the jungles of Tay Ninh Valley). If you're the type of guy
that enjoys being shot at or
shooting at other human beings or watching a 24 year old
school teacher whom you slept
next to in the mud the night
before get drilled by an NVA
sniper, then join the Army or
Marines as an enlisted man,
or do as I did and quit Army
OCS because it's a three year
hitch and if you quit OCS it's
only a two year hitch (of
course your chances of going
to Vietnam are about 97 out
of 100). For those of you who
appreciate living and watching other people enjoy life,
I would suggest trying to get
out of the military service altogether through an employment
deferment.
Of
course, in many cases this is
not possible, so for those who
must join the service, I would
suggest the Army Reserve or
National Guard. (Two weeks
of summer camp for 6 years
is paradise compared to 12
months of action in Vietnam). If you can't get into a
Reserve or Guard unit, try the
Navy, Air Force, or Coast
Guard. And if all else fails,
try and get into Army OCS
and put up with the harassment for 23 weks
and
as an officer (hopefully ycu
won't be an Infantry Officer
because in Vietnam they're no
better off than an enlisted
man in the field).
Sitting on O.. P. (observation position) about ■ three
miles from the Cambodian
border on a sultry afternoon
in May, I decided to write a
few lines to
express
my
"love" for the Vietnam war
(thankfully, Charles" was obliging enough not to interrupt me.) Though it was a
crude attempt, I will pass it
on to you, now.
LOVE
LOVE Is a big, brown bag of
jelly doughnuts mashed on
the steps of the Lincoln MePublished weekly at Hathorn Hall, Bates College, Lewis ton.
morial.
Me. 04240 during the college year. Printed at Pine Tree Press, LOVE is a once beautiful Afri220 Gamage Ave., Auburn. Maine 04210. Second Class Postage
can woman with flies crawlPaid at Lewiston. Main*.
ing on the wounds of her

At this particular point, hopefully, many of the
questions about the Bates College participation in the
October 15 Moratorium on the Vietnam War have been
answered. But perhaps questions still exist, so the Student will attempt to clarify the situation.
An anti-war film will be shown Tuesday evening,
and Wednesday morning. October 15 will begin with a
chapel service dedicating the day to peace action. Other
chapel services are scheduled throughout the day.
The teach-in will begin at 1 o'clock. Twelve faculty
and students will each present ten minute statements
on specific topics relating to the Vietnam issue. After
the teach-in some time will be left for discussion and
questions from the floor.
At 4:30 the resolutions assembly will begin, to
reach a consensus of the campus members who are
present and participating, on a particular statement
which will be presented to Senator Muskie at the evening forum. Such a resolution as is finally agreed upon
will represent the feeling of those members of the
students and faculty who participated.
In the evening, Senator Muskie will address the
college community at the forum which the president
has called.
The Ad Board is coordinating those activities
which are taking place during the day on the campus.
President Reynolds has named three students and
three faculty members to a committee to assist him in
planning for the evening forum.
Maximum participation at all the scheduled events
on October 15 is vital. Our faculty has issued an endorsement of the statement of the Campus Leaders Conference which called for the observance and participation
in a day of peace action. This official faculty statement is
more than what has so far occurred at other colleges
in Maine. As of a Wednesday evening meeting of the
Maine Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam, the Bates faculty was the only one to have made
such a statement
The president of Bowdoin Collge has refused to
cancel classes on October 15, although some official
statement is hoped for from the faculty. At Colby, students and individual professors are working independently of the college administration to "suspend business as
usual" on the day of the moratorium.
Our faculty, beyond endorsing the observance of
this day, passed a provision which will allow faculty
members to re-schedule their October 15 classes. Professors and students both should examine very carefully what they feel to be their responsibility in the
matter. The Student does not believe in a "suspension
of business as usual" approach, which would mean nonattendance at class sessions. The Student believes and
urges all students to attend their classes on the 15th.
We recognize the importance of the faculty support
for such a day of activity in terms of what it means for
building a unified campus response, and further, as a
recognition of the student responsibility and initiative
in the original call for such a demonstration at Bates
of our concern over the Vietnam situation.
What we should realize is that a day of peace
action should be consistent with the aims and principles of the college community, which does include the
classroom situation.
However, it is and will remain a matter of individual conscience on the part of both faculty and students.
The Student urges class attendance and maximum
possible participation in the activities of the day.

leprosy marred face.
LOVE is Richard Speck doing
his thing in a Nurses' Apartment.
LOVE is a 6 year old girl
watching her little Beagle
puppy spew its guts under
the tires of a Mack truck.
LOVE is the Vietnam war.
LOVE is a young Negro woman
peddling her body on 42nd
St. in New York City in order to buy tomorrow's dose
of heroin.
LOVE is a nation of Biafrans
rumaging through Rockefeller's garbage cans so that
they may live another day.
LOVE is a would-be President
dying in a pool of blood on
the floor of the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles.
LOVE is a ten year old boy
asking his mother why his
father doesn't live in their
house anymore.
LOVE is the Vietnam War.
LOVE is an alcoholic pleading,
crying to Joe the bartender
for "just one mere."
LOVE is a Negro minister
kneeling beside four dead Sunday school children outside
the ruins of a Baptist
Church in Yourtown, Mississippi.
LOVE is a mammoth - sized
Rusian
tank
rumbling
through Ihe streets cf Cz^o.'i
oslovakia.
LOVE is a little Jewish boy
asking his father what the
word "kike" means.
LOVE is the Vietnam War.
LOVE is a Captain in the Navy
who puts the lives of young
men ahead of a military
code of honor only to be torn
to pieces by a military court

of inquiry.
LOVE is the expresion on a
middle - aged man's face
when a doctor tells him that
his five year old son has
leukemia, for which there is
no cure.
LOVE is an assassin's bullet
obliterating Martin Luther
King's dream of a new
America.
LOVE is a Stokeiy Carmichael, Rapp Brown leading the
chants of an embittered
black mass to the tune of
"Burn, baby, burn!"
LOVE is the Vietnam War.
LOVE is a twenty - four year
old school teacher being carried through the jungles to
a clearing where a Medivac
helicopter will pick up his
bullet - ridden body.
LOVE is the joy of a private
in the Infantry when he
learns that 25,000 American
men are going home, but
that he will be one of the
515,000 who stays.
LOVE is a skilled electrician
returning across the broad
expanse of the Pacific Ocean
to the land of golden opportunity minus his left arm.
LOVE is an expectant young
wife getting a telephone
call from the Department of
the Army to inform her that
her husband was killed
during the siege of Hamburger Hill.
LOVE is the Vietnam War.
Peace & Love,
Sp/4 David Clay
RA 11767231
Co. D, 1st Bn., 12th Cav.
1st Air Cav. Div.
Co. D 1st Bn., 12th Cav.
APO San Francisco 96490

letters to the editor
letters to the editor
To the editor:
I am annoyed and peeved at
Bates extra - curricula activities. You don't know when the
various groups are going to
meet. They leave flimsy notices on the bulletin boards
that are usually ripped down.
On the night of Oct. 2, there
was supposed to be a Hillel
Foundation meeting in the coed lounge between 7:30 and
8:00 P.M. I lcokcd high and
low for them. There was no
Hillel meeting.
It seems to me that the various student groups attempt
to publish some sort of fixed
schedule for the students.
There is a great cry of student
apathy. How can students be
apothetic when they can't find
apathetic when they can't
find the groups to be apathetic over.
Dear Student:
Living in a community of
"sported" ideals and books being stolen (left and right) approaches the ultimate In
academic frustration.
Another way of putting it:
There is a description between
the rectangular, elm-covered,

blue-book, extremely socialized and organized campus we
live on, and its similarity
(ethically speaking) to a primal Hobbesian dog-eat-dog
state of nature.
The facts are: two books
have been taken, stolen,
snatched, invested from my
possession.
First Case: inside Hathorn,
Room 108, Monday, Sept. 29.
between 2 and 3 o'clock. Margolis, INTRODUCTION TO
PHILOSOPHY, CLASSICAL
AND CONTEMPORARY
SOURCES.
Second Case: Coed Lounge,
about 9:30, Saturday night.
Oct. 4. Harrington, Michael,
PREFACE TO THE NEW
LEFT.
The places, times, and titles are symbolic, my fellow
students!
Signed,
R. W. Suttern
P.S. I speak for others, also.
P.S. I am out $10.40, plus
tax.
P.S. If you stole them (or
one of them), return
them at once to Chase
Hall, sign-out desk.

Participate... Oct. 15
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Student Views Leader Conference

DEPARTMENT" DEFENSE
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National leaders endorse
Moratorium participation
"Once again the students of
this nation will go door-todoor to call for peace in Vietnam. This constructive effort
to work for an end to this
senseless war is truly a high
form of patriotism."
Senator Charles Goodell
"The type of non-violent action which the Moratorium asserts is not only highly commendable but also sorely needed."
Senator Mark O. Hatfield
"The Vietnam Moratorium
is the most significant demonstration of opposition to the
war in Vietnam since the primary results of 1968. It is the
only way that the people of
the country can demonstrate a
second judgment on the war
in Vietnam to those who hold
political power."
Senator Eugene J. McCarthy
"I would hope that the Moratorium observance will make
clear to the Administration
that in the continuance of this
senseless bloodshed lies the
seed of national tragedy. It is
an effort which merits the responsible participation of all
Americans who are anxious to
reverse a policy of military
attrition and moral disaster."
Senator George S. McGovern
'There is no chance of
achieving full participation for
all our citizens in our own
system here in America so

SUPPORT
OCT. 15

long as our government is preoccupied with interfering in
the affairs and aspirations of
the poor people around the
world. I, therefore, hope that
all Americans will join in and
support the activities of the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee."
Cesar Chavez
"The moral, physical and
economic health of America
depends upon an end to the
war this year, not next year
or the year after. ADA urges
its members and local chapters to give full support to the
Vietnam Moratorium."
Joe Duffy, Chairman, ADA
"Everyone who has been lecturing students on the wickedness of violence should welcome this opportunity to reassert peacefully their opposition to the continued pressure
from the military leadership."
John Kenneth Galbraith
"This moratorium is an unusual opportunity for those of
us who believe that public policy can be made to yield to
citizen action without violence
or coercion. It opposes the
superior moral force of peace
to the alluring insanity of
war."
Richard N. Goodwin
"With the kind of pain we
are undergoing here in Mississippi, to have black and
white men dying in Vietnam
is a shame and disgrace. It is
essential that we support the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee's efforts to end the war.
Fannie Lou Hamer

President content with generalities,
avoids specific issues and activism
To Bates — Who Cares!
Once
again
President
Reynolds has held a huge
"Bull" session, out of which
nothing
constructive
will
evolve except publicity and
disappointment. Words seem
to be the basic substance
produced by this college's administration. It is not a lack
of verbage creating the sense
of apathy prevalent here,
but meaningless, communication connected with false
hope. The actions of this administration, not the talk,
have conditioned the student
body to be apathetic. Most of
what the student body has
seen is talk and more talk.
The administration prides itself now, on having instituted the "revolutionary" change
of limited visiting hours in
men's dorms, still not "allowed" in women's dorms, and
doing away with in loco parents—Bull!!
Parietals came about after
many years of students pushing administrative roadblocks
out of the way. The administration saw parietals becoming the focal point for "organizing" the student body to
work against other needless
rules affecting their lives. Visiting hours were passed to
open the valve and let the
steam out. The administration, like many hierarchies,
jealousy guards its power, instead of allowing the entire
community to consider what
is best for itself. The administration is afraid of an organized student body — apathy helps prevent change. In
loco parents' is alive and well
at Bates! The next time President Reynolds announces in
loco parents' is dead think
about the constantly watched
sign-in, sign-out books and
the Proctor who has to be
there constantly. He can't
leave for 5 minutes to get a
cup of coffee and has to sign
the needless document at the
end of the evening to prove he
was there. Even the Proctor,
the administrative hireling,
isn't trusted!
When many of us arrived,
we neither disliked Bates nor
were apathetic. Like ghetto
residents, constant promises
and no results leads to anger,
then alienation and disinterest. At Bates one soon
learns the prevailing attitude
VMCENTS

is "don't - rock - -the - boat"
and change is hopeless. President Reynolds arrived, my
freshman year with all kinds
of promises of student envolvement and changes —
where are the "specific" results! After 2% years I still
hear the same words and see
the same problems. Another
generation of Batsies have
been indoctrinated in apathy
since his arrival. It is interesting to note
however,
the
phony documents issued by
the college proclaiming liberal change and student involvement. If the President
and the administration were
truly interested in change
however, "the group early
recognized that its responsibility lay not in bringing
forth resolutions to specific
problems, ..." When do we
discuss the "specifics"? When
does the President hold an
open meeting in the chapel
with the entire student body
to discuss "specifics" and answer questions from the floor?
When does Bates stop contemplating unanswerable philosophical questions as a delaying action to prevent the
needed examination of the
entire formal structure known
as Bates?
It is only when the administration shows, through action, not words, an honest
committment to change that
the student body will become
more active and a sense of
Community
(participating
democracy) will develop. I
question whether, the administration really wants student
activism to develop. Bates is
run like a business not as a
democratic Community. Bates
has a lot of potential, but it
can't move until the administration is willing or pushed

to sit down and examine its
entire set up to establish a
perspective. The old perspective centered around Christianity is no longer a viable
focal point for most people
and a huge void exists. These
conferences make for good
publicity to attract more
alumni money, but what constructive changes came out of
them? Good luck in your next
fund raising drive! President
Reynolds!
I challenge the STUDENT
to take a poll to ascertain
student feeling
concerning
the credibility gap between
what
the
administration
claims to do and what "specific" changes take place. A
second point to question is
whether or not the administration fosters apathy and the
"don't
-rock - the - boat"
philosophy. Third and last, it
would be interesting to see
how many students believe
anything constructive
will
come out of this so - called
"leader's conference" except
publicity?
I feel the only hope for
Bates to become viable is for
the entire community to constructively examine this institution and stop procrastinating. I'm graduating in 7
months with the total lack of
community feeling fostered
by the present atmosphere.
The formal graduating exercises appear to me as total
hypocracy. I write this in the
hope that the underclassmen
and possibly some alumni
will
become
increasingly
more
militant
and force
Bates to examine itself. Otherwise, "business as usual"
will continue to prevail —
who cares????
Sincerely,
Gene Schiller

Area Community Concerts
Bates students are entitled
to attend these programs free
of charge. Special tickets are,
needed for the out-of-town
concerts, and may be obtained
on presentation of student
identification card from Judy
Marden, 304 Lane Hall.
1969 ■ 1970 COMMUNITY
CONCERTS CENTRAL
MAINE AREA PORTLAND
Sat., Oct. 25—NRD Sympho-

ny Orchestra of Hamburg.
Tues., Nov. 25—Phyllis Curtin
with The Romeros. Tues., Feb.
17—First Chamber Dance
Quartet. Fri., April 3—Andre
Watts.
AUGUSTA
Wed., Oct. 8—Don Shirley.
Mon., Dec. 1—Canadien Opera. Thurs., Feb. 5—Jaime Loredo. Mon., April 27—Ronald
& Jeffry Marlowe.

VISIT OUR JEWELRY DEPT. FOR A LARGE
SELECTION IN CHARMS AND PIERCED EARRINGS

REDWOOD
MOTEL
■OUTl 1M

50 LISBON ST.

LEWISTON
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Foreign students give varied reactions to U.S. life
by Julio Elorrlaga 72
It is kind of interesting for
my fel'ow classmates
to
know some of the answers
people fwn
abroad
give
when we ask about their reactions and impressions of
the U. S. of 1969. Some of
them are quite honest and
well - intentioned and some
others make you laugh and
shake hands with the foreign
kid you are talking to.
Last Saturday we all met
at Professor Fetter's house
and stuffed ourselves with
delicious hot dogs and hamburgers. The cool and tasty
apple cider was also out of
this world. Besides fooling
around and playing
croquette,
softball,
throwing
the horse shoe and getting to
know each other a little better, I tried to do some work
and started writing
down
some of the things that were
coming out from all of us.
economic approach
By talking to Luis Lima,
this great Brazilian soccer
player, who was at the time
entertaining a nice girl from
San Francisco, I learned how
he felt about facts that have
been bothering us lately. His
approach was oriented more
to the economic side and said
that North America, besides
having a fine standard of living, has also one of the greatest educational systems of
the world today. We did not
talk of any political issue
because there was no time for
it. Instead he pointed out that
freedom should not be as free
and easy to get as most people think. Luis believes that
the excessive exercise of freedom could lead to complete
chaos. However, as far as the
legalization of pot is concerned, he assures that by having
such regulations many teenagers are
going
through
countless problems and facing unnecessary
imprisonment instead of being better
informed about drugs and
their effects. He also said it
was a personal decision like
drinking alcohol.
Luis is a romantic character and, in my opnion, a very
stable and mature person
considering his age. He feels
that there is a notorious lack
of affection among Americans
and that perhaps that's the
main reason of the present
point of view of the rebellious
generation.
"•ooo big"
I moved on and saw this
tiny girl from Japan, busy
eating a huge royal hamburger. I asked her what she
thought of the States and the
answer was short: "Ah, it is
sooo big" and laughed her
cute eyes out.
>
Jak Kori, from Turkey, was
very serious and cold when I
pulled out his lines. He said:
"Americans can't do without
cars, TV sets and washing
machines. They
are
very

friendly and helpful at times,
but money is their first concern".
What I really liked about
him was his sincerity. He
said just what he felt without
being unpolite. He had something else to say by adding
that the American society is
suffering from lack of culture.
"They are
cosmopolitan
and therefore history is divided into numerous fractions that differ one from the
other. Americans don't look
back to history. Instead they
look forward, which could be
an explanation of the American progress".
What really killed me was
his statement to
my
last
question of what was the
most appealing thing he's
found up here. He
simply
said: "I like apple pie and
TV cartoons."
I talked to Kay. She is
from Thailand and she was a
former American Field Service exchange student some
years ago. She likes Bates
and enjoys the friendly atmosphere of a small campus.
"This way you get to know
almost everyone." Social customs are very different in the
Far East. Kay knows why
and explained it to me:
"Boys and girls don't hold
hands in public. It is not a
very common thing. Things
are more freer in USA".
Perhaps that was the reason why she dared confess
that she had held hands with
an American boy the night
before. Kay also feels the relationship between students
and teachers is great because
it is close and good for academic achievement. Speaking
about rules in general, Thailandeses don't have laws forbidding early drinking. By
not having such rules they
avoid the problem of breaking them. She misses rice and
hot food.
There is a girl from Iran
who is a sophomore this year,
Homa. I was interested to
know how she felt about the
whole thing and some of her
replies were: "Life in America is much more easy than
the way it is at home. The facilities are always on hand
and the wealth is at first
sight." Also she sees a lack
of courtesy and politeness in
young people. Pointing at the
bureaucratic system she sees
it as very efficient. Different
from the one in her country.
Different as everything she
has seen the last 14 months
->f her American experience.
I tried to get closer to the
Western Hemisphere, but no
luck. I was now talking to
Mira from Yugoslavia. She
was enjoying her experience
here very much and likes the
American
way
of
life:
"Americans are very friendly
towards foreigners.
"Tackling the moral and

ethical side, Mjra sees that
the .wealth that some people
look forward to leads only to
ambition that at the end
makes people unhappy, isolated and socially frustrated.
The last person I talked to
was Kambi, a fellow from
Iran. He spent many years
going to an American high
school and his English is remarkable. Here are some of
his answers:
"People
up
here
are
straight - forward. I like this
way of life. Kids of my age
are frank and there is no hypocracy in their minds. They
don't care
about
lending
money. It is difficult to give
a complete and accurate definition of the American man.
Even though we see freedom,
young people are still trying,
to make everything freer.
Drugs should not be legal because it is a temporary escape from reality. To sum it
up, however,
the
concern
about material things
is
changing for good. I see it in
my dorm. Guys don't care

about lending money, but
they do care about lending
record players, tennis rackets, and stuff like that."
All I can say for myself after living close to American
people for the
past
three
years is that no matter what
the color, the race or the nationality people are the same
everywhere. We are basically human beings and what
makes us different is the en-

vironment in which we are
living or choose to live.
It's like saying I hate
peanut-butter. Some
other
Chilean may hate wine. But
even though he
loves that
sticky stuff you put on bread
and in cakes, we would both
drink wine . . . maybe after
a couple of glasses we would
be both having peanut butter
sandwiches.

SUPREME IRONY
Let grow on your lips the smile.
Forget for a while the sadness which possesses you
As if the world were a paradise
Of dreams, fallacy, of the perpetual sunrise.
Disguise your mouth with a smile
That the irony adorns.
Don't be there, motionless and doubtful
Letting the others see that your soul is crying.
Smile on,sadness, on the world, on yourself.
Smile on everything, smile desultorily,
Because the smile is the life of human existence.
Smile without bashfulness, without awe, without standstill.
Smile always, even without reason and cause,
Because the smile, itself deludes.
Luiz Lima

REVIEW

'Last summer' - convincing
By Ted Kroll
Trinity Tripod
Bracing myself for another
"tell - it- like -it is - about American • youth" movie
from Hollywood, I went to
LAST SUMMER expecting to
see a glossy postcard - beautiful movie by some middleaged director to sell well
among us kids by patting
us on the head and telling us
how much fun it is to be
rich, white and eighteen.
Well, I am happy to say that
I was wrong but only partly.
Just with the film's opening sequence, Frank Perry,
the director, will not let us
be lulled into a technicolor
world. Instead, of opening
with a clever credit sequence
with your and my favorite
rock group grooving on the
soundtrack, Perry throws us
into the initial encounter on
a Fire Island beach between
three of the four main characters, two blond boys who
are friends (one has a large
mole on his cheek)) and a
beautiful
long-haired girl
who has an extremely beautiful body and knows it. But she
is no model • pretty, perpetual virgin like THE GRADUATE'S Katherine Ross. We
get a smiley surprise when
she opens her mouth and all
this swearing comes out. This
is one of the strong virtues of
LAST SUMMER. For the first
time in a Hollywood made
film we get people swearing
naturally and not sounding
silly or phony. In the same
way the girl's breasts are
shown free without the usual

titillation of fast cutting
found in most big money
films.
The fascinating charm of
LAST SUMMER is found in
the early parts of the film
with the episodic development of the resulting triangle. The two boys are bewitched by this self-assured
tenagestren who shows no
favoritism to
either
one.
There are all these fine little
scenes with
them
sitting
around, just talking, exploring each other. Sometimes the
direction becomes a bit silly
like in the pot smoking scene.
No one can tell me that kids
today who are eighteen or so
(that is how old they look)
are going to be so naive over
a single joint as shown in
the film. A major problem of
the movie is this haze of another generation's morality
that hangs over the actions
of these
seemingly
"hip"
kids. However,, as long as the
camera focuses on the intricacies of the triangle, the
pretensions slip away and
the film becomes
almost
telling and amusing scene
with the three together as in
a movie theatre with the boys
on either side feeling her up
and all three loving it.
Instead of concentrating on
the development of this unusual triangle, Perry moves
away from it by adding a
fourth, a very plain looking
girl with braces from the MidWest. With her arrival the
film shifts down a gear and
the, tension of the triangle is
left to sag. With a bit of

clumsiness, Perry tries to center the film around this ugly
duckling and in doing so
gropes for the "bit message."
Although there are several
excellent scenes with the new
group of four, the film's direction rather
dishonestly
tries to switch around the
sympathies that have been
carefully building up. The
playfulness of the original
three is now made to look
like decadence
and
evil
which can only lead to destructive ends. Because of this
abrupt and unsuccessful shift
in sympathy toward the characters, the wild violent ending left me more annoyed
than disgusted as it was intended.
What Frank Perry has done
in making LAST SUMMER is
to show several interesting
relationships between a group
of teenagers in a more convincing and honest way than
has been seen before in Hollywood type movies. When the
kids act like kids (and they
do this well) the movie is a
joy to watch. But when they
start mouthing the profundities of the script, it just does
not work. Rarely is there a
film than can pull off a preconceived big message of profound truth (whatever that
is). Rather the cinema gets its
excitement by showing the natural actions and passions of
people. Although LAST SUMMER fails to come across with
all its lofty intentions,, it is
a fine movie about four smilingly human characters.
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Newman Apostolate opens

Guidance and
placement...
Can you design a book
without using words? What
were you in your last incarnation, and what will you be
in your next one? What does
the moon mean to you?
If you can answer any of
the above questions, it could
mean an extra five hundred
dollars to you! How? By entering MADEMOISELLE'S College Competitions. Outstanding opportunities are available for college students in the
fields of publishing, fiction,
poetry or photography. In addition to gaining a unique insight into the field of publishing, winners receive cash
awards up to five hundred
dollars. Further information
and application forms are
available in the Guidance and
Placement Office.
civil service
Are you a person with potential for responsibility and
leadership? Would you like
the opportunity to be considered for over 200 occupations
in some 50 Federal agencies
all over the country? Does a
starting salary of $6,176 per
year (GS-5) and $7,639 per
year (GS-7), with excellent
opportunities for advancement
based on individual performance, sound interesting to
you?
If the answers to the above
three questions are affirmative, go to the G&P office and
ask about the FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION. You may be glad you
did!
Grad. Recs.
Another reminder about the
Graduate Record Examinations — January 17 is the
day they will be given at
Bates. The 1969-70 BULLETIN
OF INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES containing full details and registration forms is
also available at the G&P office. Register early and avoid
the rush!

, Disruption scoreboard
WASHINGTON — (CPS) —
The final campus disruption
score card for last year reads:
900 students expelled or suspended and 850 students reprimanded at 28 of the major
schools. Six universities where
» unrest occurred took no action. J. Edgar Hoover himself
reports 4,000 arested in campus disorders (during fiscal
1969).

Grand Orange
BOUTIQUE
192 Lisbon St.
Blue Jean Bells —
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-

Year Savings here!
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center; reevaluates plans

BUTTERFIELD GETS IT TOGETHER

Moratorium picks gup speed
During the last week the
antiwar movement generaUy,
and the Moratorium specifically, gained an incredible
amount of momentum. On
Wednesday, September 24 Congressman Allard K. Lowenstein (D-N.Y.) announced his
support for an immediate
withdrawal from Vietnam. On
Thursday, Senator Charles
Goodell (R-N.Y.), a former
moderate on Vietnam, announced the introduction of a
bill (S-3000) that would give
the administration 12 months
to withdraw all troops. This
bill provides that all military
appropriations to maintain our
forces in Vietnam would be
terminated by December 1,
1970. This is the hardest
"peace position" yet to be introduced into Congress.
On Friday, at the President's first news conference in
three (3) months, he was asked, "What is your view, sir,
concerning the student moratorium and other campus demonstrations being planned for
this fall against the Vietnam
war?"
He replied, "Now, I understand that there has been and
continues to be opposition to
the war in Vietnam on the
campuses, and also in the nation. As far as this kind of activity is concerned, we expect
it. HOWEVER, UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES WILL I BE
AFFECTED WHATEVER BY
IT."
On Friday afternoon Senator Fred Harris (D-Oklahoma), Democratic Party Chairman, convened a meeting of
Democratic Senators and Congressmen. The Saturday NEW
YORK TIMES reported:
Out of the meeting came
a decision by these Democrats to join cause with the
nation-wide student antiwar protest on October 15
and to press in Congress
for resolutions calling for an

end to the war and a withdrawal of American troops...
While the Congressional protest group is small in numbers, its members are influential in the party's policy-making circles. Among those present were Senator Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine, the VicePresidential candidate
last
year; Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts and
Senator George S. McGovern
of South Dakota...
The resolutions being drafted by the Democratic critics
are expected to be along the
lines of Senator Charles E.
Goodell's resolutions calling
for the withdrawal of all
American troops from Vietnam
by the end of 1970. Although
they may not choose the same
terminal date as the Goodell
resolution, the Democrats' resolution is similarly expected
to call for a systematic withdrawal of the American troops
by a certain time.
It was apparent that the
Goodell resolution introduced
yesterday by the New York
Republican had taken the lid
off the Vietnam dissent that
had been building up on both
sides of the aisle in Congress

The Carriage House
- Inc. -

what those retreats entail and,
By John R. Zakian
There is on the Bates cam- upon witnessing the reactions
pus a Catholic organization, of many of those involved in
the Newman Apostolate, who, !he retreats, the campus is conunder the directorship of Fath- fused as to hew to react toer Chabot, want and have tried wards them. Father Chabot,
to provide the Bates commu- upon being questioned about
nity with a fresh and appeal- the retreat, explained that a
ing avenues of activity to reevaluation of the program
enhance the college exper- was being undertaken and
ience. This year, though their that attempts were being made
plans are not fully formaliz to have other people or groups
ed, they are and intend to con- aid in the retreat's sponsortinue maintaining a center ship. Father Chabot is now
conferring with Rev. Garvey
just off campus on ? ? ??
The purpose of the center is MacLean, a member of the reto provide a place where any ligion department and campus
Bates student can go to have chaplain, in the hope that a
fun, study in comfort, or just to joint effort can be made to cartake it easy. Stocked with a ry on the retreats.
When this reporter attemptt.v., stereo, and assorted adult
games, the center provides the ed to discover what a retreat
student with a haven from the entailed, a direct answer was
atmosphere which pervades not coming. Too many unanmost of the Bates' dormitories. swered questions about the
With four carpeted rooms fully retreat have been left to the
equipped with comfortable \ campus and as the final plans
lounge chairs an da kitchen, j for the ensuing year are mapthe center is quite capable of ped out for the Apostolate, it
satisfying any need a Bates would be to the distinct adstudent can possibly discover. vantage of the Apostolate to
1
This is the focal point of the create a campaign to bare the
Apostolate this year. The cen- '. facts on the retreat to the camter wil be open to all students ' pus.
The Apostolate sponsors
7 days a week from 1-5 and 7j home masses where the at12. Just walk right in.
However, this is not the only mosphere for people to meet
Apostolate's project. There is and communicate is more conone activity they have main- | ductive than a formal mass.
tained which has cast a sha- At these meetings, there is
dow of skepticism over the 'discussion over the mass and
Catholic group. This is the re- '■ thus, this form of mass allows
treat! Last year the retreat, as | for experimentation. Father
many will remember, caused a Chabot is available for coungreat deal of controversy. seling. There are the masses
There were aboue six retreats every Saturday night at 7:30
on weekends involving ap- and every Sunday morning at
proximately 20 people, not all 11:30 in the Gannet room.
were Batesies. Sponsored solely
Stringfcllow from Page 1
by the Apostolate, the retreats
were initiated in the hope of ed Division during World
alleviating campus apathy War II won him three comand to help those involved to mendations. He has served as
discover themselves. In regard a special deputy attorney
to the former aim, they suc- general to investigate elecceeded beyond expectations tion frauds in New York, as
but in a negative sense.
a Consultant to the State
The major concern over the Commisson
on
Human
retreat is the fact that vast, Rights, and as counsel to the
vast majority of the Bates cam- lew York State Council of
pus is not aware of exactly mission.
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Draft reform mired in muck of Congressional morass
Washington
Congressional draft reformers find little joy in Mudville these days. For this year,
at least, they're afraid their
team has struck out.
Earlier this year there was
increasing pressure from college students for wide-ranging reform of the draft. Particular targets were draft inequities and uncertainties.
As this college year progresses, this pressure may resume. Anything approaching
a settlement in Vietnam might
well redirect attention of some
campus activists from the
Vietnam war to the draft.
This year pressure has quietly been building on Capitol
Hill for a hard look at the
draft.
Eleven bills concerning the
draft have been filed with the
Senate Armed Services Committee. Many more—by one
count 40—have been referred
to the House counterpart.
Some bills call for specific
changes in the present system
—establishing a system of
chance (lottery) for selecting
draftees; reducing from seven
to one year the time most
young men are draft-eligible,
for example.
Other bills would overhaul
the entire selective service
system.
What's happened?
Practically nothing.
What promised to be only a
few days of hearings began
this week into just one aspect of the draft. It was whether the selective service must
continue to draft young men
on the present oldest-first basis—or whether they may be
selected on a random basis.
President Nixon has requested approval of such a change.
.But the first day of hearings

by a special subcommittee of
the House Armed Services
Committee indicated the President might very well lose.
Subjects congressional draft
reformers seem certain to
bring up before the committee
include: whether all drafting
should be done by lottery;
possibility
of
establishing
mandatory national standards
of exemptions to which all local draft boards must adhere;
replacing local draft boards
by regional boards; indeed,
whether the draft can be abolished after Vietnam and military service made completely
voluntary.
Likely to play an important
role in the hearings is a report to be issued this December by a presidential commission which is investigating
what steps the United States
would have to take to maintain an all-volunteer military.
It is less certain whether a
similar review will be held by
the House Armed Services
Committee. Committee sources
say they do not yet know. It
depends heavily on the desire
of the powerful chairman, Rep.
L. Mendel Rivers (D) of South
Carolina.
Says an aide to one of the
House draft reformers: "We
think that whether the House
holds these hearings next year
depends squarely on Nixon. If
he put the pressure on Rivers
for them, then they'll be held.
But we don't see Rivers as
self-generating on this issue."
Slow Response
Even if hearings are held,
it
is highly questionable
whether the draft reformers
are numerous enough to effect
major change in the present
draft law.
In any case, putting the
pressure on Mr. Rivers doesn't
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necessarily guarantee his action. Last May 13 President
Nixon asked the House to
make six changes in the present draft law. For four months
nothing happened.
Then Sept. 18 Mr. Rivers in
effect answered the Nixon request. In the Congressional
Record of that day he said
the President could do five of
the six things he wanted to
by executive order — no
change in the law was needed. For the sixth, Mr. Rivers
said, a change would be required (to permit random selection of draftees from drafteligible youth).
White House public response
was swift. The next day the
President noted the absence of
congressional action on his
draft requests. He threatened
that unless Congress acted by
the end of the year on the random-selection
proposal, he
would circumvent Congress by
instituting a kind of random
selection in the draft anyway.
The one thing powerful congressmen don't like to be told
is that if they don't take action they'll be circumvented.
Mr. Rivers is generally considered to dominate his committee. He assigned a fiveman subcommittee chaired by
Louisiana's F. Edward Hebert
(D) to examine only the question of whether the selective
service must continue to draft
youths in oldest-first order. (If
this requirement is lifted they
can be drafted in random order.)
The administration wants
men to be drafted while
they're 19 or 20—rather than
older. If Congress approves the
change in existing law, the selective service would draw by
lot the 365 dates of a year.
Nineteen - year - olds whose
birthdays fell on the first
dates drawn would be drafted first; those whose birthdays were on the last dates
drawn would not likely be
drafted at all.
The administration feels
this plan is easily understood, equitable, and quickly

gives youths an idea how
likely they are to be drafted.
Plan Questioned
If Congress takes no action
the administration plans to
draft 19-year-olds anyway —
which it can do. To stay within the law requiring that the
oldest (among 19-year-olds)
be drafted first, it would have
a moving age group, drafting
on different days each month
so that, by chance, different
groups of men would be selected each month.
Secretary of Defense Melvin
R. Laird, and Assistant Secretary Roger T. Kelley said the
first approach is easier to understand, and — unlike the
second - - lets youths know
quickly their likelihood of being drafted.
Subcommittee chairman Hebert kept insisting the plans
were "Tweedledum and Tweedledee." The subcommittee
had difficulty understanding

And Mr. Hebert said pointedly that if Congress should
remove the "oldest-first" draft
requirement, "it's a blank
check" — the administration
could legally go about drafting practically anybody it
wanted to.
But even if Congress should
approve this one charge, reformers would be far from
happy. Said one, expressing
a sentiment shared by many:
"This doesn't even scratch
the surface of the inequities.
There are so many things that
need to be taken up—deferments, national draft standards, volunteer Army.
"I just hope that if this
thing is passed it doesn't take
the heat off a full-scale review of the draft. It's badly
needed."

Ad board coordinates Moratorium
Last Thursday's Advisory
Board meeting was chiefly
concerned with the Vietnam
moratorium and Bates' participation in it. Although we had
been invited to send a representative to the institute on
Man and Science to be held
October 911 at Renssalaer
Technical Institute for the
purpose of "A Fresh Look at
Vietnam," the invitation was
declined so that all Ad Board
members would be able to
| participate in planning the
moratorium here.
It was suggested that a
mass meeting be held Tuesday, Oct. 7 to clarify the college's position and to encourage student participation in
the moratorium.
San McKnight, was appointed to coordinate the mass
meeting.
The Ad Board voted to sanction and coordinate the oncampus activities — the teachin, the convocation, and the
films.
Individual
students
are

working on other activities
such as a planned march to
the park downtown. These offcampus activities are not under the Ad Board coordination.
The Ad Board also confirmed the membership of Randy
O'Neil, a sophomore, to the
Educational Policy Committee,
The only other issue discussed was the perennial problem of campus cars — it was
again proposed that the college buy (hopefully) three microbuses badly needed for activities like ecology and geology field trips, editors' trips
to the printer, and OC activities. A tentative committee
of Thorn Bosanquet (chairman), Bruce Bates, and Rob
Shepherd, CSA was appointed
to look into the matter.
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.1 Bates faculty salaries compared with

those of other colleges, universities
by John Amo'.s
Which academic institution
in the United States has the
highest average compensation for its faculty members?
Mcst of you could probably
guess Harvard and you would
be correct. According to the
summer issue of the American
Association of University Professor bulletin the average
compensation for a full-time
Harvard University faculty
members, during the 1968-69
school year, was $19,800.This,
as well as many other less
predictable and even
surprising facts, was revealed in
the Association's annual report on the economic status of
the nation's college and university professors. Included in
this report was information
about most of the country's
institutions of higher learning, including Bates College.
The figures used in this article are taken from this report
and represent the average
compensations for full-time
faculty member
including
full professors, assistant and
Treat Gallery from Page 1
Green, Yellow" by Shirley
Goldfarb. Also, the latest
of trends of structural and
minimal art are represented
by works such as "EmblemDivided Circle" by George Cohen and "Warm Grey Area"
by Robert Mangold. Among
the other Artists included in
the exhibition are Jo Baer,
Robert Bechtle, Wallace Berman, Tadaaki Kuwayama, Joan Mitchell, Angelo Savelli
and Ken Wade.
The selectors of the exhibition for the year 1969-1970 are:
William Agee, Stanton Loomis Catlin, Charles Chetham,
Herschel B. Chipp, James Demetrion,
James
Harithas,
Mary Lanier, James Monte,
Samuel Sachs II, and Jan van
der Marck.
This exhibit was arranged
by William J. Mitchell, Director.

associate professors and instructors for the standard nine
month school year, 1968-1969.
Compensation represents the
bare salary plus fringe benefits such as pension plans or
insurance. These figures are
independent of factors such as
the course load, the number
of students that a teacher has,
and the varying costs of living.
Many state universities also
had high levels of compensation. The University of Connecticut paid the faculty an
average compensation of almost $15,000. The State University of New York at Buffalo
paid over $16,000 as did the
University of Michigan. The
average compensation at the
University of Massachusetts
was slightly above $13,000,
while at the University of
Maine it was approximately
$12,000, and at Rutgers about
$15,000. The average compensation for the 981 institutions
that do
have
professorial
ranks was $12,951.
Hero at Bates?
Now, what about the average compensation at Bates
College and how does it compare to other small colleges of
comparable academic repureputation such as Bowdoin,
Colby, Middlcbury and Tufts.
According to the Association
report average compensation
for a Bates faculty member
was $11,309, below the national average. The figure may
seem shockingly low, but it is
however — somewhat
misleading. The old Bates calender which ran from early
September to late June and
had an entirely optional short
term was counted by the Association as being an 11-12
month full school year when
in reality it was only slightly
longer than the conventional
school year used at most institutions. Therefore, due to this
technicality, the Bates figures
use reduced for a substantial
fraction of the faculty by 9/11

(roughly 18%), which is the
factor used by the Association to correct full year compensation to the corresponding 9 month compensations.
This situation will be corrected in the next report because the recent revision in
the Bates calender place our
school year solidly in the 9month category and then the
compensation figure given in
the report will increase, independent of
additional
increases provided by the college. This is due to the 18%
increase in the salaries of that
substantial fraction of the faculty that were affected by
the full year classification given to previous Bates academic
calender.
Therefore, last year's average compensation figure of
$11,309 was actually somewhat higher. This new figure
still does not compare too favorably with Bowdoin Colleges' average compensation
of $13,500 and Colby's $13,000.
Examining other small liberal arts colleges, Middlebury
has an average compensation
of 12,100, while Tufts has $13,900 figure.
Statistics from the last few
Association reports indicate
that present college administration has raised the average faculty compensation at
Bates (independent
of
increases in compensation that
are made meaningless by inflation)). And according to
Dean Healy, Dean of the Faculty, the college is making
every effort to further upgrade
Bates' compensation levels.
Moratorium from Page 1
on.
The climax of the day will
come in the evening assembly, also to be held in the
gymnasium. Senator Muskie
wil give an address and is
expected to make a major
policy statement on the Vietnam War.

Jay Parker, filling in for the injured Sandy Nesbitt, picks up
some of his 47 yard total.

Rob Players present "The Great Race"
"The Great Race" really is
the greatest comedy of all
time! So jam packed with
gags, you must see it more
than once to fully enjoy its
side - splitting fun. This elaborate farce has glossy turn-ofthe - century settings, which
reach their colorful peak in its
crazy around - the - world automobile race. Two rival daredevils constantly try to outdo
each other in establishing
speed and stunt records on
land, in the sea, and in the
air. Every slap-stick gag the
movies have ever used is included in this zany film. The
great pie fight — the Western
saloon brawl — the sneaky

Kennedy on the draft
By the Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Sen. Edward M. Kennedy says that u
comprehensive change in the
draft law is needed and that
President Nixon's draft - reform moves will not quell
campus unrest.
The Massachusetts Democrat said he believes young
people are demanding a system of selection "that is fair
and rational."
Senator Kennedy praised
Mr. Nixon's bid for a random-selection program as the
first step but said it is not a
substitute for a comprehensive change.

SAM'S

NOW OPEN! Sam's
OLD BOOK STORE

ITALIAN
SANDWICH SHOP"!
The Original Italian Soodwkh
T«L 7IVWI . 7M »»*«
Me Mala ».,

Used Book*, Antique Glass, Old
Pictures. Come in and Broute
270 MAIN ST.
LEW.STON '
(Next to Sam's)

Courtesy - Quality - Sarvica

sheik's tent — the devilish
dirigicycle — the fiend's dungeon — the sinking iceberg
and the ever - present mad
automobile race.
The two -showings of "Tho
Great Race" will be on Saturday night at 7 and 9:45 p.m.
X-Country from Page 8
year, a 15-50
bombing
of
Trinity. This time Steve Fillow was the winner and his
time of 25:06 was just short
by 7 seconds of Emerson's
record. Tom Doyle moved up
another notch by taking secand he was quickly fallowed
by Emerson.
Coolidge and
Miner took 4th and 5th, providing the clinchers. Jim Leahy, finishing 6th here and 5th
in the St. A's meet, has been
looking much improved, having his best year. Another
fine comeback has been Al
Williams who had a real fine
finish behind Leahy in the
last two meets.
The Harriers run at home
this Saturday against W. P. I.
and then they go on the road
for the rest of the season.
Evidently the runners are not
wanted
here
for Parents
Weekend as they have been
scheduled away at U. N. H.,
who shapes up to
be
the
toughest opponent — thanks
a lot Dr. Lux.

Sunset Motor Court
ROGER R. JACQUES, Prop.
WASHINGTON ST.

AUBURN

Tal. 783-0532 - 781-9388
On Route 202

SHOPPING)

IS

KIN

AT

**• Hf—tU*'* shop
86 LISBON STREET
OPEN DAILY 11 KM AJM. TO 2:00 A.M.

NOW PLAYING

EMPIRE Ajrd

"IT COSTS NO MORE TO BUY THE BEST"

Lewis ton's Unique Specialty Shop! We are Just tor
you!! Always something
new and different The
usual and unusual In
Dresses, Sports and Coats.
Junior Petite*, Juniors,
Misses and tt Sizes.
FOshlon at Tour Price

BATES STUDENTS

"* Kt*HC»4 shop

in

IBM PJs,

Color

MICHAEL'S
MEN'S APPAREL FASHION

CENTER

Where

10% Discount on All Cosh Purchases
Special Charge Accounts Available
A

ASK ABOUT
CMAMf. ACCOUNT

Sauna

Bath

Wall to Wall Carpeting - TV's
• - Phones - -

Peter Fonda
Dennis Hopper

STOP AT

EASY
RIDER

Dunkin' Donuts
Open 24 Hours a Day
319 Main St.
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Harriers just roll

on and on
record stands at 4-0

John Emerson and Tom Doyle vie for the lead, notice that
there's not an opponent in sight

Booters drop another to U Maine,
surrender lead and tie Brandeis 2-2
Despite flashes of excellent
sc-ccer and constant dominating play, the Bates soccer
team went two more games
without winning last week.
On Wednesday, State Series
action began against U. Maine
at Garcelon Field. Although
outplayed by the Cats, the
Black Bears triumphed 3-2.
Last Friday, the season's first
away was played and the
Bobcats were tied by a very
fortunate Brandeis team, 2-2.
Frustration
Against U. Maine, the Cats
were not at their best, yet
played well enough to win —
unfortunately they
didn't.
Tlje opening moments saw
Bates completely control the
game with smart passing,
teamwork and strong shooting. Maine
however,
held
tough, withstood the onslaught, and as so often is the
case-, even scored first. The
B'.-.ck Bears took the lead midway through the first quarter
as their right inside bounced
one in the lower left corner
of the Bates goal.
The Cats did come back and
continued to dominate play.
At the 4 minute mark of the
second quarter Don Geissler
converted a Tom Maher cross
to knot the score at 1 apiece.
The teams fought evenly for
the remainder of the half but
Maine took a 2-1 lead with
one second left as their right
wing deflected the ball out of
goalie Rogers' hands into the
net.
The same general game
pattern continued in the second half. The Cat's started
fast and left wing Eddy Hibbard quickly tied the score
once again by knocking in a
loose ball in front of Maine
goal. The Cats looked and felt
as if they would break loose
at this point but a stubborn
Maine defense held them once
again.

The big break in the game
came in the fourth quarter as
U. Maine's right wing scored
his second goal of the day on
ahead of a corner kick thus
breaking the tie, giving Maine
a 3-2 lead. Constant pressure
by Bates could not solve the
Maine defense and the game
ended with no further scoring.
More Frustration
The Cats' ill - fortune continued against Brandeis. For
the third time in four games.
Bates outplayed their opponent yet could not win. Luiz
Lima got the Cats moving in
the first quarter as he headed
one in at about the 5 minute
mark. The defense held the
Judges attack at bay and allowed the offense to apply
constant pressure throughout
the first quarter.
Early in the second quarter,
Don Geissler made it 2-0
Bates but that was all the
scoring in the half. The score
remained 2-0 until midway
through the third period.
At this point, Brandeis, most
unbelievably,
scored
two
quick goals and the score was
tied 2-2. The Cats responded
with a blistering attack on
the Brandeis goal. Ngnoumen,
Lima, Hibbard and King
bombed at the goal yet could
not score. Three brilliant (and
lucky) saves in the overtime
period by the Brandeis goalie
prevented the Cats from their

Bedard

Pharmacy
Inc.

PRESCRIPTIONS
Promptly Filled!
*
"You rely on your Jmior rely nn i/s"
*
61 College St. Lewiston, Me.
Tel. 784-7521

COOPER'S RESTAURANT
FINE FOOD &

QUICK

SERVICE

by Jeff Larssn
It was a busy, though relatively easy, week for the Bates
Cross Country team as they
upped their record to a perfect 4-0. It started with a visit to Waterville where Colby
was supposed to provide a
real lest over a tough hilly
course. But big John Emerson
didn't get the message as he
led the pack to a strong 18-41
win over the 5 mile course.
The Bobcats took five of the
top seven places: Emerson,
Fillow, Miner, Coolidge, and
Williams finished with a total spread of 1.04. Anything
near one minute for the first
5 man spread indicates good
depth.
St. Anselms Meet
That Wednesday the Cats
hosted St. Anselms and then
completely outclassed their
guests taking the first 12
places. Again "Gomer" Emerson was the leader setting the
record for the new 4.85 mile
course at 24:59. Neil Miner
looked more like last year
this race with a real strong
2nd place finish. Tom Doyle
also appears to be snapping
out of a slump — looking
very strong, he was a pace
setter most of the way, and
finished a strong third. The
Bates home course is very flat
except for the two brief Mt.
David climbs which tends to
be a disadvantage to runners
like Tom whose strength is
best suited for the slower,
hilly runs.
Second Shutout
Last Saturday
the large
Homecoming crowd got to see
another lop-sided win, the
second perfect shutout of the
Can't Page 7 Col 5
first win.
Notes
The Cats now stand at 0-2-2
for the season but have not
lost confidence or spirit and
the tide should change. With a
little more scoring (and perhaps some luck) a few wins
should be in order. The team
travels to Hartford Tuesday,
then takes on a tough, wellkilled Bridgeport team, here,
n Saturday, game time 10:00
a.m.

13^ CINEMA
Lewiston 784 9882

Closed Sundays

fa.

Lewiston, Me.

"The best comeback I've ever seen";
amazing Cats shock Trinity, 26 - 21
by Steve Rosenblatt
Saturday afternoon at Garcelon field 2000 cheering students, parents, and alumni
saw the determined Bates
team make an unbelievable
comeback from a 21-0 score
to beat Trinity 26-21. The win
was the third in a row for
Bates and left Trinity at 0-2
for the season.
Trinity started strongly, recovering a Sandy
Nesbilt
fumble on the first play from
scrimmage for Bates. On that
play Nesbitt was injured and
was taken out of the game.
Trinity moved the ball 45
yards in six plays to score.
Trinity scored again in the
first quarter with 5:45 remaining. With the extra point good
in both cases Trinity led 14-0
at the end of the first quarter.
As the quarter
closed a
strong Trinity drive brought
the ball to within the Bates
10. On the first play of the
second period Trinity scored
on a Bernodoni pass. The extra point was good and Trinity led 21-0. It was after Trinity's third score that the momentum of the game started
to change with just minutes
remaining in the first half
Carl "Fitzy" Fitzgerald scored
for Bates on a 52 yard run.
The attempt at a two-point
conversion failed, however. At

FLANDERS
Menswear
tarrwt th* fin«ii In
MEN'S CLOTHING

London Fog Coats

^RAUl NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE ROSS.
BUTCH CASSiW
. AND
tf
SUNDANCE KIC

McGregor and
Pendleton Sportswear
Cricketter

and

Michaels Stern Suits
Arrow Shirts

Good Luck Bobcats — Win 'em all
403 Sabattus St.

The omozzlng end to on unbelievable game. Boyko goes over
with 8 seconds left

e
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Bostonian and Bass
Shoes
62 COURT ST.

AUBURN

the half it was Trinity 21,
Bates 6.
In the third quarter Bates
drove strongly on the offensive, but could not score. The
defense held Trinity scoreless
throughout the
third
and
fourth periods. It was in this
third period that Bates came
alive. Going into the fourth
quarter, a determined team
knew what it must do and did
it!
With 7 minutes left to play
in the game Carl Fitzgerald
ran 19 yards to score his second TD of the day. On a pass
from Boyko to Brzeski, the two
point conversion was successful and Bates trailed only by
seven. With 2:50 left in the
game Trinity fumbled and
Bates recovered in Trinity
Territory. The score came as
Jay Parker made a fantastic
grab in the end zone. The
two point conversion failed,
however and with just over a
minute left to play, Bates
trailed by 1 point. On the
next play Trinity fumbled and
Pete Rubens recovered magnificently for Bates. With seconds remaining the offense
drove to the 13 yard line for
a first downs. On the next
play QB Steve Boyko ran 11
yards to score. With over 8
seconds on the clock, Bates
led for the first time, 26-21.
The five point conversion
failed and the score remained the same. The seconds
ticket by as time ran out
for an unbelieving Trinity
squad. The overjoyed Bobcats
won the game 26-21. Coach
Hatch said of the game. "It
was absolutely the best comeback I've ever seen by a Bates
team and one of the most
thrilling games I've watched."
Leading ground gainers for
the Cats were Andrick, 21
carries for 95 yards,
Fitzgerald 11 carries for 69 yards,
and Parker 13 carries for 47
yards.
Bates Trinity
First Downs
21
14
Yards Rushing 238
193
Yards Passing 149
111
Total Yards
Gained
387
304
Pass Attempts
Comp.
15/11
19/10
Interceptions
1
0
Fumbles Lost
1
4
Punts
6/170 yds. 5/177 yds.
Punt Ave.
28.3
35.4

